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TUMBLING
Jump Full Turn
Drill Skill Module - TumblingT.7 Supplies / Aids:

Video

Equipment Needed:

1 Cheer mat

Panel mat

Trampoline
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Notes:

Drill Counts:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Counts

Drop to Athletic Stance

Lift arms to initiate jump

Pull favorite arm down

Pull other arm across body

Land in Athletic Position

Jump open legs to shoulder width apart

Description: Intro to Jump Full Turn

1 Athlete starts in an Athletic Stance with shoulders over knees and toes. 

Lift arms to ears and extend body by lifting off foot from heels to balls of feet to toes off the 

ground.

As athlete turns their head to look over their shoulder they pull the arm on that side straight down 

to side and hip - this creates a ½ turn.

At the same time take the opposite arm and pull it straight across body to other arm to arrive in 

starting position with arms pulled in tight and at the hip.
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Tips & Tricks

Lying on back, on the 
ground, with arms 
stretched over your 
head. Drop arm to hip 
and work on ¼ turn rolls 
towards that dropping 
arm. Keep body in 
alignment through the 
turn/roll.

Start working on ½ turns 
and land in tight Athletic 
Stance.

Work on jump ½ turns 
landing on stacked mats. 
After mastering that, 
work on full turns.

Jump without using 
arms, making sure to 
focus on tightness and 
body position.

Using a panel mat, jump 
off and land in Athletic 
Stance then do a ½ turn. 
Once that is mastered do 
the same but a full turn 
instead of ½ turn.
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Additional drills / variations 
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Conditioning

1 Planks

Hamstring 2 foot bridges

Calf raises

Clam shells

Squat jumps
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Games

1 See who can stick it starting 
with just a jump then a ½ 
then a full.

Draw a square around feet 
and see if athlete can land 
in it.

Option: Jump off of a tramp 
onto landing mat and execute 
these by playing stick it.
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